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There’s little variety in the field of gubernatorial candidates when it
comes to ideas on the ancient formation.

The Marcellus Shale has seen a lot of history in its 400 million

years. Its formation started well before it found its way into the

continental cocktail party known as Pangaea, when it hung out

next to Morocco until an ocean came between them. Then it was

trampled underfoot by a host of dinosaurs and buried itself in up to

nearly 8,000 feet of Earth in some places, presumably to live out the

rest of eternity with a little peace and quiet.

However, like a just slightly firmer version of Ed Rendell,

Pennsylvania politics just won’t let the Marcellus Shale ride off into

the sunset. And now, at the ripe old age of 400,000 millennia, it has

become a political football in the Keystone State. How degrading.

If only the Marcellus Shale had a dollar for each one of those 400
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million years. Then it would be… vastly under-compensated.

Depending on who you ask, the formation contains about 141

trillion cubic feet of natural gas, worth somewhere in the ballpark

of $2 trillion. And since drilling began in earnest in 2008, people in

Pennsylvania have been extracting that value at a rate of tens of
billions dollars per  year.

Making

calculations

Exactly how

much private

companies are

making from

the 6,400 active

wells is difficult to determine. However, the revenues generated by

the state through taxing of the industry are readily available, and

the focal point of plenty of controversy heading into the 2014

gubernatorial race.

Governor Tom Corbett has been taking a lot of heat from

Democratic challengers over his institution of an impact fee, which

charges drilling companies a per well rate, over a severance tax,

which would tax drilling at a rate tied to how much gas is extracted.

Corbett’s argument is a politically familiar one, stating that he

doesn’t want to scare off companies to other states and diminish the

economic windfall currently taking place.

Just how much is at stake depends on, again, who you talk to.

Corbett administration numbers put the amount of money

generated for the state’s coffers at about $400 million in impact fees

(since the fee was instituted in 2010) and $1.7 billion in corporate

business taxes. However, Corbett also touts the 245,000 jobs the

Pennsylvania Department of Labor and Industry says the industry

supports. Add more short-sighted taxes, and risk losing jobs in the

long-term, Corbett argues.

His Democratic opponents disagree.
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If challenger John Hanger is to be believed, there’s plenty of wiggle

room to tax drilling companies before they head to cheaper

pastures. Wilkes-Barre’s Times Leader newspaper quoted the

former Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection

secretary as saying that gas industry leaders he dealt with

“practically laughed… and felt it was incredibly foolish,” that

Pennsylvania hadn’t instituted a severance tax.

Like most of his Democratic counterparts, Hanger points to the fact

that Pennsylvania is the nation’s largest gas producing state that

hasn’t yet instituted a severance tax. Hanger proposes a 5 percent

tax on extraction, which seems to be the going rate for most of the

Democratic candidates, and says he wants to use new revenues for

increased funding for public education, renewable energy

programs, and environmental restoration.

Party line?

Truth be told, even with the crowded field of seven democratic

challengers, this is what the platform of most of the party sounds

like. Early favorite and U.S. congresswoman Allyson Schwartz also

proposes a five percent severance tax and says she wants to use the

new revenues to fund basic and higher education, expand access to

preschool, and repair the state’s infrastructure.

The website of current frontrunner Thomas Wolf also proposes a 5

percent severance tax to be used for “strategic investments in

schools, roads, and renewable energy,” while the Al Gore-endorsed

former DEP secretary Katherine McGinty wants to put 100 percent

of the tax toward education.

The closest thing to outliers among the Democratic challengers are

Lebanon County Commissioner and long-shot candidate Jo Ellen

Litz, who proposes a higher 6 percent severance tax to be used for

infrastructure, environmental stewardship, and education; and state

treasurer Rob McCord, who has yet to outwardly declare his

support for a severance tax, dodging the question during an

interview with PAPolitics.com last year by saying he generally



wants to use revenues to fund priorities “like” public education.

Newcomer John Wagner is a bit of an enigma, since his website

only displays a picture of his family with the words “Thank You for

Your Support,” presumably still from his embarrassing primary loss

in the 2013 Pittsburgh mayoral race (election day is two months

away, time for an update, John). However, he did tell The Daily

Review (you know, the paper of record in Towanda) during his

campaign for governor in 2010 that he supported a severance tax.

Weighing the scales

If the Democratic candidates are correct, the state stands to make a

good deal of money from a severance tax. Journalist Cate Long

broke down the numbers for Reuters in 2012, estimating that

Pennsylvania would gain about $24 billion over 20 years if it

instituted a 6.1 percent tax rate. In a more recent analysis, the non-

partisan Pennsylvania Budget and Policy Center concluded that a 4

percent severance tax could bring in as much as $1.2 billion

annually by 2019-20, three times the estimated $382 million that

would be generated from the current impact fee.

No matter how

you slice it, the

state’s hardline

environmentalists aren’t going to be pleased with whoever the

governor is in 2014. The only candidate who called for an outright

halt on new drilling leases was the minister from Mechanicsburg,

Max Myers, who bowed out in February after discovering that hey,

this politics thing is kind of expensive.



The only candidate calling for any kind of a halt is Schwartz, who

says she would advocate for a moratorium on fracking in the

Delaware River Basin. All of the Democratic candidates (except for

a question mark for that wildcard Wagner), say they’d support

banning new drilling leases on public lands, like state forests, for

natural gas drilling, which could impact just how much can be

gained from the severance tax.

But, with all of the candidates looking to keep the gas party going,

the Marcellus Shale is going to be enduring nature’s version of the

root canal for the foreseeable future. The only question is how

much Pennsylvania stands to make from its 400 million years of

labor.
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